The Nutcracker and Sparkle & Shine Showcase Filming
Saturday, December 19th
Friendship Celebration
765 E. Chinden (between Meridian and Locust Grove Rd.)
While a live performance is not an option during the current COVID-19 situation, we are excited to
put your dancer on screen for our winter recital! Spectators can tune in from any screen, anywhere!
All dancers will need to arrive in costume, warmed up with full make-up 15 minutes prior to their
filming time, accompanied by one parent. We ask that parents wear a mask indoors; you are
welcome to watch the filming of your dancer, but photos and videos of the filming will be prohibited.
There will be a photo station set up for you to take photos of your dancer in costume.
Your arrival time is: ________________ Dancers will be finished within 30 minutes. *Please don't be
late! We will be running a strict schedule and we would hate to have to film your group without your
dancer.
The performances will be available to stream in your own homes December 28-30 and you will have
the option to purchase the video to have a forever copy. Tickets for streaming and video downloads
will be available beginning December 7th at 9:30 am at www.recitalticketing.com/24114/
Streaming prices are:
$27 for one show (streaming Dec. 28-30)
add on $17 to get all three shows (streaming Dec. 28-30)
and an additional $17 for the video copy (available January 25th)
Video copy only $37, (available January 25th) if you choose to not stream the performance
*Only one ticket per show is needed per household
Please note that we have priced the streaming at the equivalent of three tickets of an in-person
event. Revenue from our performances are one of the main sources of funds for our small business.
We are unable to produce experiences for our dancers without the support of ticket sales- thank you
for your understanding!
Costuming
All costuming for the holiday shows are rentals and needs to be returned to the studio after the
holiday break. Each costume is numbered and checked out to a dancer. You will need to provide
your own shoes and tights (available at the studio):
PINK

WHITE

Thank you for your support!
Dotty Hancock and the staff at DAA

TAN

